The theory of propagation of stress waves in a porous elastic solid developed in Part I for the low-frequency range is extended to higher frequencies. The breakdown of Poiseuille flow beyond the critical frequency is discussed for pores of flat and circular shapes. As in Part I the emphasis of the treatment is on cases where fluid and solids are of comparable densities. Dispersion curves for phase and group velocities along with attenuation factors are plotted versus frequency for the rotational and the two dilational waves and for six numerical combinations of the characteristic parameters of the porous systems. Asymptotic behavior at high frequency is also discussed.
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In this expression we have a nondimensional variable. tween two plane boundaries we now consider a straight duct of circular cross section, (Fig. 3) • is independent of x, and that the flow is axially symmetric so that the operator is In applying the results of the previous section to a porous material, we introduce the assumption that the variation of friction with frequency follows the same laws as found in the foregoing for the tube of uniform cross section. It is also assumed that the pore size is fairly uniform. More will be said on this assumption later. We have considered two extreme cases, that of a duct limited by two planes and that of a circular duct. These cases correspond to extreme shapes in the cross section of the pores, i.e., whether they are close to very flat ellipses or to circles. In order to discuss this shape factor, let us consider the expression for the friction force as introduced in the previous paper. The friction force per unit volume of bulk material in the x-direction was expressed as and where a is a length which is characteristic of both the size of the pores and their geometry. In the case of circular pores a is equal to the radius while in the case of slits of opening 2ax, the characteristic size is as we have seen, a--(4/3)ax. (4.7)
In the present treatment we shall assume that all pores have the same characteristic size a or equivalently that the frequency correction is practically the same for all pores. This would naturally not be true in a material where pore size is distributed over a very wide range. A redistribution of friction would then occur between pores as the frequency varies with a corresponding redistribution in the velocity pattern. However, the assumption of a single characteristic pore size should be applicable to a wide variety of actual materials. The case of widely different pore sizes will have to be considered in a more general theory. As regards the question of the choice of the size parameter a, the best way of course is to choose it in such a way that the dispersion and attentuation curves fit the experimental data.
In reference 1 the frequency f appeared through a nondimensional parameter f/ft. This introduces a characteristic frequency. The problem is, therefore, to compare fd with f,. Now fc is determined by the low-frequency or steady-state friction which is characterized by the parameter b. It will, therefore, depend not only on the pore characteristic "radius" a but also on the sinuosity and shape of the pores. In order to evaluate f, we must, therefore, introduce some assumption regarding these geometric factors.
We Table I , and for a value /5=x/8 of the structural parameter.
We now compute the complex g-roots of Eq. (6.5) and denote the roots by zr and zrz. We then evaluate 
